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Abstract: In order to think through the current, contradictory situation, this article aims at tackling 
a new form of development in (semi-)peripheral social formations by critically conceptualiz-
ing the formation of a fraction of the ruling classes and its specific development strategy. To 
comprehend class formation in the (semi-)periphery, we need to develop an adequate concept, 
which is appropriate for the peculiarity of this development. This article argues that the new 
fraction can be classified as a neo-national bourgeoisie (nnB).
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Introduction

In order to think through the current, contradictory situation, this article aims at 
tackling a new form of development in (semi-)peripheral social formations by 
critically conceptualizing the formation of a fraction of the ruling classes and its 
specific development strategy.

The neoliberal offensive and the structural adjustment programs of the IMF and 
the World Bank, undertaken against the backdrop of the debt trap in the (semi-)
periphery in the 1980s (cf. Toussaint 1999), contributed to political-economic 
restructuring, a transformation in class relations to the advantage of money capital, 
and marked the end of the developmental states (Medeiros 2011). The breakdown 
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of the eastern bloc, and the global dominance of financial capital since the 1990s, 
inaugurated a new era of imperialist power relations. A transformation took place 
from a bi- to a multi-polar imperialist world order. This new constellation of power 
and the crises of neoliberal “development” strategies opened up new opportunities 
for state-supported development.

To comprehend class formation in the (semi-)periphery, we need to develop an 
adequate concept, which is appropriate for the peculiarity of this development. 
This article argues that the new fraction can be classified as a neo-national 
bourgeoisie (NNB).1

State, Accumulation, and Hegemony

This article does not engage with capital accumulation in general, but in a historically 
specific mode of development. Since the state plays a pivotal role in every 
development (global included), thus, different state-hegemonic projects account 
for different developments. A hegemonic project is a complex, multi-dimensional 
process, which encompasses the institutional selectivity of the state, the formation 
of class and non-class alliances, a national popular moment, a strategic platform 
(“policy paradigm”), and its organic link to an accumulation strategy (Jessop 1990: 
209–210). The term project encompasses a strategic consideration aiming at specific 
forms of class struggles, conflicts and contestations beyond structural determination. 
According to Poulantzas, classes can only be understood in relation to each other, 
not a priori in a purely structural sense (cf. Poulantzas 1976, 1978).

We can, then, distinguish analytically between an accumulation strategy 
(corporatist economic interests of a class or fractions) and a hegemonic state project. 
An accumulation strategy describes an economic development contextualized in its 
conditions of existence—technological, socio-economic, political-institutional etc. 
(cf. Jessop 1990: 198–199, 207–208). The intra- and inter-class relations (fractions 
of the ruling classes and the popular classes), the balance of forces, and struggles 
(class and non-class alike) determine the parameter, form, and the probability of the 
general adherence to this development. Hence, without a hegemonic state project, 
there can be no successful accumulation strategy. The task of the former is to 
politically and ideologically generalize the particular accumulation strategy, to 
organize social acceptance, and to anchor it institutionally qua programmatic and 
coherent bundles of different interests and expectations of ruling and popular classes 
and social categories. Hegemonic state projects are more complex in nature; they 
are simultaneously, but unevenly, involved in and articulate multiple social relations 
(economic, political, ideological, institutional etc.).

The determinant factor for the transition to a strategy of accumulation is 
accompanied by institutional changes within the state. The generalization, relative 
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stability, and reproduction of an accumulation strategy are organically linked to 
these political-institutional changes. The state project aims at processing the social 
contradictions through the organization and integration of state apparatuses and civil 
society institutions around specific policies, procedures, and modes of economic 
intervention (Jessop 1990: 346). The state’s engagement in the forms of economic 
and spatial intervention helps establish “spatio-temporal fixes” (Harvey 2003: 108f) 
for capitalist development. Neil Brenner points out:

In particular, states are instrumental in managing flows of money, commodities, capital 
and labor across national boundaries, in maintaining the productive force of capitalist 
territorial organization, in regulating uneven development, and in maintaining place-, 
territory- and scale-specific relays of political legitimation. The resultant state spatial 
strategies are articulated through diverse policy instruments, including industrial policies, 
economic development initiatives, infrastructure investments, spatial planning programs, 
labor market policies, regional policies, urban policies and housing policies, among many 
others. (Brenner 2003)

These multiple forms of intervention by the state depend on its (the state’s) structural 
selectivity. The latter is understood as the institutional, ideological, legal, and 
political mechanisms and practices that filter, promote, or hinder the accessibility 
of specific class and gender forces and interests.

The structural selectivity of the state depends on the form of the state and political 
regime (Poulantzas 1978: 62), legal system, dominant ideological discourses, and 
“State-monopolized physical violence permanently underlies the techniques of 
power and mechanisms of consent: it is inscribed in the web of disciplinary and 
ideological devices; and even when not directly exercised, it shapes the materiality 
of the social body upon which domination is brought to bear” (ibid.: 81, italics in 
original). The state monopoly of violence influences, transforms, and shapes the 
forms of class struggle (ibid.: 82), and one can add, the security apparatus will 
recover in times of crisis, not only the bourgeois rule, but could also advance to their 
party that represents their interests. That is, provided that it preserves its functionality 
despite class/gender struggles and contradictions. Otherwise, it will co-decide the 
struggle in favor of the popular classes. In this sense “a given state form, a given 
form of regime, will be more accessible to some forces than others according to 
the strategies they adopt to gain state power” (Jessop 1990: 260).

These domestic relations of power are further complicated by the fact that the 
“induced reproduction…introduces an entirely new set of contradictions between 
the fractions of domestic monopoly capital and imperialist capital, contradictions 
that must be added to those already existing between domestic monopoly and 
non-monopoly capital and the various fractions of both” (Resch 1992: 358). In this 
sense, the state intervenes, “in its role as organizer of hegemony, in a domestic field 
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already structured by inter-imperialist contradictions and in which contradictions 
between the dominant fractions within its social formation are already international-
ized” (Poulantzas 1979: 74–75).

This development creates a contradictory situation. On the one hand, it contributes 
to non-congruence between the international relations of production and the domestic 
relations of political power. On the other hand, it opens up a new maneuvering space 
for state actions since the

task of the state is to maintain the unity and cohesion of a social formation divided 
into classes, and it focuses and epitomizes the class contradictions of the whole social 
formation in such a way as to sanction and legitimize the interests of the dominant 
classes and fractions as against the other classes of the formation, in a context of world 
class contradictions

which in its turn helps promote the relative autonomy of the state and its institutional 
selectivity (Poulantzas 1979: 78).

In particular, the theories of the “dominance effect” and the “growth poles” 
by Perroux are of interest here. It is one of the key assumptions of the theory of 
dominance effects that a developed country dominates in every economic space, 
which exerts asymmetric effects on the countries dominated by it. This combination 
of economic space and dominance effect is echoed in Perroux’s second theoretical 
element regarding the polarization of economic space: the development or growth 
poles. Accordingly, the economic space is not only polarized, but never coincides 
with the political. Thus a social formation cannot be determined a priori as a national 
space. An “economic nation” is characterized by the consistency of its economic 
structures, i.e. it represents a “regulatory space” and is generally a dominant 
economy, whereas a dominated economy is characterized by fragility or a lack 
of regulatory procedures, and therefore is unable to ensure its reproduction. The 
“integration” of dominated economies in the economic space of a dominant economy 
is characterized as a process that enables the dominant economy to maintain an 
accumulation rate and allow for expanded reproduction (cf. Waringo 1998: 62).

The correlation between the changes in the production and consumption 
standards, however, can take shape through the articulation of “polarized space” and 
by various modes/forms of production. It is on this basis that a “productive system” 
is constituted. The latter is referred to as an “ensemble of national states, which are 
organized around a dominant economy” (Borelly in ibid.). “The economic spaces 
which are dominated and integrated by the accumulation process of a dominant 
economy constitute an integral part of the productive system” (Borelly in ibid.: 
63). Conversely, this means according to Borelli, the more developed and dominant 
economies were never auto-centered, that “the nation states which developed within 
themselves the conditions of an accumulation process, have always relied on other 
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spaces” (ibid.; see also De Bernis 1990). This means, among other things, the 
displacement and shifting of parts of the cost of processing the contradictions on 
to the dominated economies (cf. Jessop 2001: 147).

In the context of inter- or transnational production system, the dichotomy of 
internal/external is relatively superseded when through the relation of dominance 
the so-called external causes of crises are internalized in the dominant economies. 
Stability or situations of crisis in the “heartland” have direct impacts on the 
dominated economies, but also vice versa. In this respect, the stability of the 
dominated economies is much in the interests of the dominant economies. On the 
other hand, the crisis in the “heartland” may (but need not) open up a space for the 
development of the dominated economies. In other words, because and in so far as 
the dominated economies represent a “strategic depth” for the dominant economies, 
it may be in the interest of the latter to promote the development of their peripheries. 
This is not a question of “identity of interests,” but must be localized in a global 
context of competition of different production systems. That is, there is not only 
the world market, but also “zones of the world economy” (Bye and De Bernis).

One of the ideas of Perroux was for “underdeveloped countries to base their 
development on an international base, and favors cooperation between groups of 
underdeveloped countries and groups of developed countries.” In the cold war 
context, this meant cooperation with alternative imperialist powers (Western 
Europe). Now it is more precise to speak of new emerging and non-Atlantic powers 
like China, Russia, Brazil, and India. The cooperation with developed countries 
is essential “because technology and investments are required for development” 
(Perroux in Mønsted 1974: 110); Further, foreign investments must “be controlled 
to facilitate the creation of linkages in the local economy” (ibid.). Thus, a relevant 
scale of accumulation for a new mode of development (or, which is basically the 
same, accumulation strategy) would be the incorporation of the domestic into a 
“regional market” which is coupled directly to a new order of the world market 
and international division of labor.

An essential relation in the accumulation strategy as a development strategy is 
the dominant form of the organization of the labor process, that is to say, the ratio 
of living to dead labor. Thus, the form of the organization of the labor process 
can be determined as an institutionalized compromise qua struggle. In this sense, 
it includes the skills and knowledge of the immediate producers, i.e. the form of 
their incorporation into the labor process and the form of their real subsumption 
under capital.

The choice of a particular technology and its implementation is not purely 
a question of technique, but one of social contestation. In other words, not the 
technically most efficient form of production, but its social feasibility, and hence its 
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potential hegemonic generalization determines whether it will be institutionalized 
or suppressed (cf. Hirsch and Roth 1986: 39).

Furthermore, following Lipietz (1987: 72f) three kinds of autonomy for the 
political regime are required conditions for the existence of an accumulation 
strategy: (i) a relative autonomy from external power (what I have termed relative 
international autonomy), (ii) independence from comprador classes, and (iii) 
independence from the popular classes.

Last, but by no means least, geo-strategic positioning can determine, among 
other things, the possibility, form, and chances of success or failure for a specific 
development strategy. Geo-strategic position is hence of “locational advantage” in 
issues of development or underdevelopment (cf. Holman 1993).

Crisis and Mode of Development

The domestic and global crisis of neoliberal restructuring opens up a space for 
different paths of development organized around three processes: (1) the expansion 
of the space of accumulation (regional) as strategic depth in relation to international 
crisis tendencies/constraints; (2) political and international autonomy of the state 
in relation to international decision-making bodies and implementation processes, 
rules of the international order, institutional constraints, and international capital 
etc.; and (3) the ideological marking of a sphere of influence.

(Semi-)peripheral economies were forced into the world market and international 
divisions of labor through three relations of dependency: (1) exportism qua externally 
induced restructuring (structural adjustments programs), (2) dependency on foreign 
capital and technological know-how (portfolio and foreign direct investment with 
the predominance of the former), and (3) dependency on the metropolitan market 
for their exports.

The neoliberal strategy contributed to the selective incorporation of (from the 
perspective of  international capital) profitable export sectors of  the domestic 
economy, which had disarticulative effects on the rest of the economy in the 
developmental strategic sense. These enforced relationships left little space for 
inter- and intra-peripheral forms of cooperation and integration. The domestically 
dominant force in this neoliberal accumulation strategy was the state supported 
monopoly capital fraction (through joint-ventures, patenting, licensing agreements, 
etc.), with shareholder value being the predominant goal. Through the mediation 
of financial, commercial and bureaucratic state elites and cliques, export-oriented 
enclaves and free trade zones were formed on the basis of joint ventures between 
internationalized monopoly capital and the state.

In contrast, the liberalization of the economy through the elimination of subsidies 
and protective tariffs, made small and medium-sized businesses, that operate locally 
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and nationally, and which are subordinated to monopoly capital, vulnerable to 
international competition. Other fractions of capital, small commodity producers, 
handcrafters, land owners and small peasants etc., were rudimentarily incorporated 
(through sub-contracting) and politically under-represented.
The limit of the finance-led (Sablowski and Alnasseri 2001) and export-led 

(predominantly qua foreign capital) accumulation strategy was exposed not only 
by the current global financial and economic crisis, but above all in the crisis of this 
strategy in the respective (semi-)peripheral economies depending on the time, pace, 
and extent of its institutionalization. Thus, the initiative for a new accumulation 
strategy is carried politically, institutionally, and ideologically by non-monopoly 
capital (small and medium-sized capital), supported by small commodity producers 
and social categories (anti- or privatization-, deregulation-, and speculative capital, 
critical state institutions and personal). Though under neoliberal exportism, 
small and medium-sized industries, manufactures, commerce, and finance were 
incorporated within this strategy, their interests were only rudimentarily represented 
and secured. They had to bear the harshest effects of the internationalization of 
metropolitan capitals.

Now, differentiating between the ruling class or fraction and the politically 
hegemonic or dominant one, means, in this context, that monopoly capital is still 
economically dominant. Non-monopoly capital is ideologically and politically 
ascending to a position of dominance within the power bloc,2 which in its turn 
helps promote the economic interests of non-monopoly capital and renegotiate its 
position, forms of participation, and share of surplus value appropriation vis-à-vis 
monopoly capital.

Contrary to the power position of monopoly capital in the metropolises, monopoly 
capital in the (semi-)periphery is not only subordinated to the former, but also 
heavily dependent on the state for its integration into the circuit of international 
capital and for sustaining its monopoly position within the social formation itself. 
Hence, the ascendance of non-monopoly capital to a dominant position within the 
power bloc will then open up new accumulation spaces for domestic monopoly 
capital rather than undermining its interests, due to the new configuration of the 
power bloc.
Taking the initiative for change and attempting a reconfiguration within the 

power bloc, will not necessarily harm the hegemonic position of domestic and 
international monopoly capital in the economic field. In this sense, the non-monop-
olistic fraction will be further (qua induced reproduction it was already integrated 
in the international division of labor under monopoly capital) internationalized.

Lastly, a regionally oriented accumulation strategy must be sustained ideologically. 
Therefore, propagating “national,” ethical and social responsibility in competition 
with foreign monopoly capital and the neoliberal financial and commercial cliques 
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is consistent from the perspective of the NNB. Under these circumstances, the 
neo-national bourgeoisie fraction provides strategic support for collective and 
cooperative forms of production of small and medium-sized enterprises. The moral 
economic discourse is ideologically dominant, as it not only over-determines the 
practices of wage and distribution criteria, but also that of credit allocation, and the 
determination of ownership etc.

According to the ethics of this fraction, civil society projects (building of social 
institutions and charities, educational institutions, professional associations, 
human rights organizations etc.) are formed and aim at a cross-class or class 
non-specific networking, which fulfills the function of Gramsci’s “trenches” for 
its hegemonic project.

What is formed is an identity discourse whose various, contradictory elements, 
are constructed by the traditional and organic intellectuals of the neo-national 
fraction, and which ideologically appeals (Althusser) to popular and supportive 
classes, groups, and social categories (especially within the state apparatus). The 
most prominent ideological discourse in this context is what I term a collective 
pan-identity discourse: pan-Africanism, pan-Arabism, pan-Hispanic, pan-Islamism 
etc., as well as an anti-colonial, anti-imperialist and anti-neoliberal discourse.

The Cases of Turkey, Iran, and South Africa

Turkey’s export oriented growth strategy gained momentum in the 2000s. From 
the levels of 23.2 billion dollars worth of exports in 1996 and 27.8 billion dollars 
in 2000, total exports in value terms increased up to 132 billion dollars in 2008, 
before a decline to 102.1 billion dollars in 2010 due to the global economic crisis.

What is more striking, however, is the direction of Turkey’s exports. The EU 
countries in particular and Europe in general, has traditionally been the major 
destination for Turkish exports. Prior to the crisis, the share of European buyers 
of Turkish exports reached its climax with a rate of 66.4 percent. Due to the sharp 
declines in aggregate demand with the economic crisis in Europe, this rate decreased 
to 56.3 percent in 2010. The North American countries, which provided crucial 
export markets for most of the developing countries, were also important for Turkish 
exports, accounting for 11.9 percent share in 2000. However, their share declined 
to 3.72 percent in 2010.

Who got Europe and North America’s share then? Simply put, the Near and 
Middle Eastern countries. And particularly, the share of member countries of the 
Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC) increased astonishingly. The turning 
point for both is the year 2002, when the AKP (Development and Justice Party) 
won enough seats to form single-party government. The share of Near and Middle 
Eastern countries climbed up to 20.3 percent in 2010 from 9.5 percent in 2002. And 
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the 13.1 percent share of the OIC countries increased to 28.46 percent in the same 
period. Turkish “Eastern and Southern” export orientation is even more apparent 
in the case of African countries. Between 2007 and 2009, the share of export to 
Africa has doubled.
These figures suggest an increasing spatial orientation of manufacture exports 

towards the countries in the East, and in particular towards the countries with 
Muslim majorities.

Nevertheless, Turkey’s close economic ties with the European countries are still 
intact, and even more visible in terms of investments it receives from Europe. Turkey 
received 17,639 million dollars worth of foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows in 
2006 and 14,489 million dollars of it came from the European Union (82.1 percent 
of total FDI inflows). However, these figures declined to 6,285 and 4,945 million 
dollars respectively, decreasing the share of the EU sourced FDI inflows down to 
78.6 percent. Whereas the FDI received from Asian, Near and Middle Eastern, and 
Gulf Arabian countries still lag much behind the above-mentioned levels. And from 
the levels of 2,361, 2,199 and 1,978 million dollars of FDI inflow received from 
these countries respectively in 2008, the FDI inflows collapsed down to 670, 358, 
and 206 million dollars in 2009 with the crisis.
However, the spatiality of the investment flows is becoming more diversified 

in terms of FDI outflows from Turkey. The FDI outflows are also directed mostly 
to Europe. But what is more striking is the increase in FDI outflows originating 
from Turkey to the Near and Middle East. Increasing 6.2 times, this figure is now 
more than one third of the FDI Europe receives from Turkey. And although still 
limited in absolute terms, the relative increase of FDI flows from Turkey to Africa 
also illustrate the growing interest of Turkish-based capital in the Eastern and 
Southern economies.
It is worth noting that the financial intermediation sector has attracted the most 

FDI inflows in the last five years, receiving twice the amount of FDI flows as 
the manufacturing sector (respectively 5,874 and 2,471 million dollars as yearly 
average). Dominance of the financial sector in foreign investments is even more 
visible in portfolio investments as well as short and long term credit. The aggregate 
totals of these investments have been approximately 100, 133, 210, and 314 billion 
dollars in 1998, 2000, 2005, and 2009 respectively. The aforementioned economic 
ties between Western foreign financial capital and Turkish holdings hold a particular 
significance.
The continued dominance of financial relations with European countries suggests 

that the first generation of Turkish capitalist groups are still economically dominant. 
However, the sustainability of this model is now more questionable than before 
the global crisis. Although the first generation of Turkish capital prefer preserving 
the status quo (i.e. the internalization of the imbalances in the international 
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money markets), the second generation of capital are pushing the state to invest in 
manufacturing. The diverse economic policy preferences reflect the disputes that 
radiate around interest rates (the first generation ask for high interest rates whereas 
the second generation prefer lower rates). In short, the struggle for hegemony in 
the power bloc finds its manifestation increasingly in economic terms as conflicting 
interests of finance and manufacture, as well as European oriented capital imports 
and Eastern oriented exports.

We can make at least three inferences from the current trends. First, the decreasing 
aggregate demand in the EU leads Turkish exporters to look for alternative markets. 
And the export drives of advanced countries such as Germany make it even harder 
for the Turkish capital to compete in the European market. In this context, the 
Eastern and Southern markets promise to provide such alternatives for manufacturing 
capital. It is likely that the productive segments of Turkish capital, whose export 
shares in the EU have declined, would push harder also for Turkey’s new foreign 
policy orientation with the expectation of having access to the export markets there. 
Not only the second generation bourgeoisie but also certain segments of the first 
generation bourgeoisie looking for higher profit returns in alternative markets may 
also join the bloc that pushes for a more proactive foreign policy in the Eastern and 
Southern countries to open up new spaces of capital accumulation.

Second, the capitalists that integrated to the international productive linkage 
hierarchies from the lower levels now want to climb up in the value chains to 
increase their returns. The segments of Turkish capital with such ambitions seek state 
support to finance their investments. However, international financial institutions 
(IFIs) such as the IMF push the Turkish state to avoid accruing debts, so as to 
avert a potential balance of payments crisis. It is likely that ambitious segments of 
Turkish capital will push the Turkish state to have more autonomy from the IFIs.

Third, the principal motivations for FDI from the EU and OECD countries in 
the Turkish manufacturing sector have been to gain access to Turkey’s domestic 
market and to exploit inexpensive labor and raw materials. The increasing political 
role of Turkey in the energy supply regions of the Middle East and Central Asia 
is likely to be fostered by the FDI outflows from rapidly growing countries with 
increasing energy requirements for which these markets are crucial. Particularly, 
the patterns of Chinese FDI in Turkey need to be closely watched. Although the 
Chinese FDI in Turkey is currently not significant, there are enough signs that allow 
us to predict the increasing number of partnerships between Turkish and Chinese 
companies especially in the wholesale, mining and transportation sectors. Against 
this backdrop, we can speculate that segments of Turkish capital that aim to merge 
with the Chinese capital and be active in the Middle East and Central Asia will push 
for and benefit from Turkey’s new foreign policy orientation.
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In Iran, state monopoly capital including key industries and resources (e.g. oil and 
gas and telecommunications) is reorganized in relation to new or restructured state 
apparatuses (e.g. Revolutionary Guards or Social Security Fund). For example the 
Revolutionary Guards were restructured as their participation in Iran’s economy3 
was necessitated by the sanctions regime (particularly after 2005) which had resulted 
in revenue and technology shortages. Another example is the dismantlement of 
the Planning and Budget Organization in order to encourage more provincial and 
local planning as opposed to previous centralized (PBO) institutions by creating 
new apparatuses such as the Management and Planning Organization (BBC 
Persian 2007).

This restructuring is in line with strengthening the position of non-monopoly 
capital in relation to state monopoly capital by reversing the previous neoliberal 
forms of privatization (foreign take over of specific state industries). The government 
has endorsed the privatization of certain services, banks and small industries through 
the Stock Exchange in order to incorporate non-monopoly capital in its overall 
development initiative. Furthermore, the shares of such privatized industries and 
services are distributed among workers, state employees, and low-income families 
(Middle East Business Intelligence 2006). Other incentives for incorporating 
non-monopoly capital include the initiative for industrial expansion where the 
state provided low interest loans with flexible repayment programs for small-scale 
manufacturing (BBC Persian 2011). As part of its initiative for industrial expansion, 
the government will distribute 30 percent of the revenue generated by the removal 
of the subsidies into manufacturing and strategic industries in order to compensate 
for the increased cost of energy (Hamshahri 2007).

The reorganization of non-monopoly capital in relation to enhancing 
manufacturing is not limited to internal consumption. This is reflected in Iran’s 
increased non-oil exports (5 billion dollars, reaching 26.5 billion dollars by 2011) 
with top destinations being China, Iraq, Syria, India, UAE, Afghanistan and Turkey 
(American Enterprise Institute Iran Tracker 2010). Iran is also launching new 
shipping routes for eastern Africa.

In South Africa, although the black petty-bourgeois leadership of the ANC (African 
National Congress) acquired command of the government following the negotiated 
transition, the South African economy remained dominated by white monopoly 
capital. Moreover, “[capital] accumulation has been and remains dominated by and 
dependent upon a cluster of industries heavily promoted by the state around mining 
and energy [i.e. the Minerals-Energy Complex]—raw and semi-processed mineral 
products, gold, diamonds, platinum and steel, coal, iron, and aluminum” (Ashman 
et al. 2010: 178). These features of the South African economy were complemented 
by two significant developments in the post-apartheid era: the internationalization 
of South African corporations (e.g. Anglo-American, South African Breweries, Old 
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Mutual, Shoprite, etc.) and financialization (e.g. expansion of the financial sector, 
speculative investment, extension of credit, etc.) (Ashmanet al. 2010).

International and domestic constraints prevented the formation of a national 
bourgeoisie, i.e. an anti-imperialist fraction, aligned with the popular classes, in 
favor of autarkical economic development. Instead, the black petty bourgeoisie 
used its newly acquired access to the state for the purposes of class consolidation 
or embourgeoisment. According to Thabo Mbeki, former President of South Africa 
and leader of the ANC, “[t]he struggle against racism in our country must include the 
objective of creating a black bourgeoisie… I would like to urge, very strongly, that 
we abandon our embarrassment about the possibility of the emergence of successful 
and therefore prosperous black owners or productive capital… the government 
must come to the aid of those among the black people who might require such 
aid to become entrepreneurs” (1999). Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) and 
South Africa’s post-apartheid regional strategy represent state-sponsored efforts to 
transform the black petty bourgeoisie into what can most appropriately be termed 
a neo-national bourgeoisie (NNB) and ensure this ascendant fraction’s hegemony 
over the power bloc.

Since most empowerment entrepreneurs are “capitalists without capital” or 
businessmen with limited assets, many members of the emerging NNB are compelled 
to borrow heavily from privately-owned financial institutions and state agencies 
(Southall 2005; Hirsch 2005). Beyond equitable employment initiatives in both 
the private and public sectors, BEE essentially entails either the sale of corporate 
subsidiaries to non-monopoly capital, the privatization of state assets to black 
investors, the awarding of state contracts or tenders to black-owned businesses, or 
funding the expansion of small and medium enterprises (McKinley 2011). Therefore, 
the neo-national bourgeoisie is a largely state-dependent class fraction, engaged in 
non-monopoly production/service provision, subordinate to white monopoly capital 
in the ruling power bloc.

The NNB possesses a regional and continental orientation, whereas white 
monopoly capital has traditionally been more oriented towards North America 
and Europe. According to statistics gathered by Daniel and Bhengu, “South Africa 
remained in 2006 the largest single-country investor in the continent… South 
Africa’s total investments in Africa surged in 2006, amounting to R 80.2 billion, 
up by over 117% on the 2005 figure of R 36.8 billion… In 2006, direct FDI was 
up by more than 300% from R 19.08 billion to R 59.11 billion… [Nonetheless,] 
South Africa’s investment involvement in Africa is comparatively small when 
put alongside its global performance. At only 6.4% of all outward investment 
flows in 2006, its African total is dwarfed by 2006 FDI flows into Europe and the 
Americas… about 66% and 24% respectively” (2009). The budding reorientation 
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towards investment in southern Africa, and sub-Saharan Africa more generally, is 
complemented by three trends.

First, the end of apartheid has facilitated an increase of South African investment 
in other African countries. South African capital is now painted as a major contributor 
to the “African renaissance,” as opposed to the agent of a racist/reactionary regime.

Second, the South African post-apartheid state, governing in the interest of the 
entire ruling power bloc, is attempting to further its regional (and continental) 
hegemonic agenda through multilateral institutions like the Southern African 
Development Community (SADC) and the Southern African Customs Union 
(SACU), and the African Union and through initiatives like the recently formed 
South African Development Partnership Agency and the New Partnership for 
Africa’s Development (NEPAD).

Third, the post-apartheid state has encouraged South African companies to expand 
their operations throughout the subcontinent by removing investment restrictions 
and liberalizing foreign exchange controls in conjunction with neoliberal economic 
reforms (Daniel et al. 2007).

The NNB has possessed control over the leadership of the African National 
Congress since the late 1990s, ensuring its own accumulation through the 
preservation of economic stability and protection of capitalist property relations, 
as well as permitting the NNB privileged access to state assets and funding. Most 
importantly, the preservation of economic stability entails acceding to the neoliberal 
demands of the dominant fraction of the ruling power bloc, white monopoly capital.
The constitutionally-defined autonomy the South African Reserve Bank (SARB) 

and the implementation of the Growth, Employment and Redistribution (GEAR) 
program represent two major neoliberal initiatives espoused by white monopoly 
capital and implemented by the governing ANC (Klein 2007; Bond 2000). Yet 
the preservation of economic stability is also dependent on the NNB retaining the 
support of the popular classes, which entails providing them with certain material 
benefits, such as extending the social grant system and providing access to housing 
and affordable public utilities.

Political Hegemony

The coup in 1980 set the ground for a synthesis between the Turkish ethno-national 
identity and the Muslim religious identity. As the authoritarian official ideology 
incorporated Islam, it has become a systemic force supporting the hegemony 
of the ruling classes. However, groups identified as Islamist also popularized a 
variant of Islamism that underscored the importance of social justice and, in some 
cases, supported labor organizations. In other words, the 30 years of neoliberal 
transformation in Turkey did not take place in the context of a conflict between 
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secularist nationalism and Islamism, but rather Islamist discourse has been utilized by 
various groups struggling for hegemony. And it goes without saying that throughout 
this struggle for hegemony, the definitions of nationalism and Islamism have been 
the subjects of struggle themselves.

In this regard, extra-labor market institutions such as communitarian networks 
in Turkey now substitute the formal social security mechanisms to maintain the 
necessary reproduction of labor power. The initial steps of the new foreign policy 
orientation proved to be successful amongst the popular classes by appealing to 
their religious sentiments.

The regions that are mostly populated by the Kurds are considered as “less 
developed” and aimed to be subjected to lower wages with the expectations of 
increasing employment. Such regions are crucial for expanding the production of 
labor-intensive goods with lower production costs in order to be competitive in the 
Eastern and Southern markets.

The capital segments which do and will pursue such internationalization and 
push for such a foreign policy orientation must acquire the consent of the Kurdish 
people. Hence, these capital segments have to develop consent-seeking strategies 
directed towards the Kurds.
Similarly, the regional orientation in Iran is also reflected in NNB’s ideological 

approach that emphasizes Iran’s historical and cultural ties with the Middle East 
and North Africa for the purpose of “regional unity” in the context of Western 
domination (IKNA 2008). This has resulted in the development of what might 
be called a neo-national post-colonial Islamic discourse. Other aspects of this 
discourse include production of “native knowledge” and restructuring ideological 
state apparatuses (e.g. changing university colloquium) (Rasa News 2011). This 
discourse includes communitarian interpretations of Islam as a form of ideological 
appeal to the popular classes particularly utilized by the NNB for the restructuring 
of the subsidies regime (Raah 2008).

The NNB in South Africa has utilized various nationalist, anti-racist, and liberation 
struggle discourses (e.g. invoking the Freedom Charter, stressing the importance 
of racial justice, etc.) in its appeal to the popular classes. The leftist partners of 
the triumvirate (the SACP and COSATU), along with disaffected members of the 
ANC, managed to replace the “Thatcherite” Thabo Mbeki with the populist Jacob 
Zuma as President of South Africa, in the midst of the global economic downturn. 
Zuma’s coming to power was the direct consequence of popular dissatisfaction 
with neoliberalism and the elite-oriented political agenda. Zuma campaigned on 
a platform of social justice (child-support grants, national health insurance, land 
reform/redistribution, etc.) and utilizing liberation struggle songs and cultural 
symbols in an effort to amass popular support.
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Conclusion

The project of the neo-national bourgeoisie can take different forms in different 
countries depending on the previous forms of development, neoliberal restructuring, 
the effects of the crisis, the nature of the political regimes and forms of the state, 
the forms of institutionalization of class relations and contradictions, and the forms 
of the organization of the popular classes etc.

The restructuring and regional orientation of the accumulation strategy is 
not a substitute for national development and world market integration, but 
a complementary strategic depth in times of crises, price fluctuations, unequal 
competition, and international institutional constraints. Simultaneously it is a 
mechanism of expansion of the internal market, i.e.: the interiorization is proceeding 
from the national to the cross-border regional to help interiorize political-economic, 
ideological, and geo-strategic interests of this fraction qua internal fractions in the 
respective countries. The less developed countries in the respective regions may 
bandwagon and hope to benefit from this development. The time lag of restructuring 
is determined by the degree and the pace of neoliberal effects and its crisis. The 
formation of “regional security” and an economic “belt” are mechanisms of achieving 
international autonomy and exerting influence (institutional and otherwise) on issues 
of international development.

The regional orientation of the new accumulation strategy is creating new markets 
and investments opportunities for small commodity producers, handcraft industries, 
and monopoly and non-monopoly capital alike. Initiatives for regional accumulation 
strategies were taken by both state and civil society organizations of non-monopoly 
capital. This restructuring could lead to a new form of the inter-nationalization of 
non-monopoly capital. This will have developmental consequences on the respective 
economies involved (new industrial, commercial, and financial policies, new fields 
of investment, labor market, foreign, and social policies etc.), accompanied by the 
development of new, and the restructuring of older, state institutions with relative 
autonomous capacities in decision-making processes.
Certainly, this is not a conflict-free, technical-planning event. The restructuring 

of the state apparatuses and the economy will definitely imply new contradictions 
and new conflicts of interests among and between existing and newly created 
institutions, state personnel and economic pressure groups, particularly considering 
the paternalistic-clientelist mechanism of interest articulation and representation. 
The relative autonomy vis-à-vis individual fractions of the ruling and popular classes 
(issues concerning deregulation, privatization, monetary and fiscal policies etc.), 
and the institutional selectivity of the state will be pivotal during this phase of 
restructuring in which international capital and institutions will definitely play a 
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critical role qua the induced reproduction and interiorization. The process will lead 
to the transformation of the state form and political regime.

The new accumulation strategy and state project as a project for political 
hegemony are not only facilitated (not caused) by the global economic crisis, but 
above all by the weakening, fractioning, and disorganization of the popular classes 
under the neoliberal offensive. Hence, in the current conjuncture and in the face of 
the unbalanced relation of forces, it is no wonder that the initiative is undertaken by 
fractions of the ruling classes. Precisely because of the NNB’s struggle in the power 
bloc against other fractions of the ruling classes, and because of the possibilities 
of an explosion of the social question, the NNB is appealing to and mobilizing 
segments of the popular classes (cross-border popular classes also) for its own 
project. The political and ideological anchoring of this fraction within the ruling 
and popular classes is carried out by its organic intellectuals (collectively as parties, 
organizations, associations etc., and individually) in civil society as well as in the 
ideological apparatuses of the state (Althusser).

The ascendance of the so-called new emerging economies and the multi-polar world 
(dis-)order offer an escape valve and mitigating function as well as an alternative to 
the Atlanticist model of development. State regulations, capital controls, domestic 
and regional demands, investments in new sectors and underdeveloped national 
regions (expanding the interior market) etc. gain in relevance. The state also gains 
new strategic space for maneuvering, and in relative international autonomy, which 
in turn supports the new accumulation strategy.

Notes

1. The concept NNB refers neither to the development in the (semi-)periphery in general, nor does 
it exclude the probability that a similar development under comparable conditions can take place 
in other (semi-)peripheral social formations. The question is whether the analysis applies also to 
countries such as China, Brazil and India? Or whether the experiences in our case studies would 
compel us to undertake strong theoretical modifications? Without further analytical and empirical 
research, it would be difficult to determine the adequacy of the approach to development in these 
and other (semi-)peripheral social formations.

2. The question is to what extent is the political dominance of non-monopoly capital in these countries 
a transitory phenomenon? To what extent is it conjunctural (its dominance is due to the crisis of 
neoliberalism) or structural (the peculiarity of development in (semi-)peripheral social formations)? 
These and other issues can be resolved only by further research and observations.

3.  Gaining contracts in South Pars gas fields, or purchasing 51 percent of Iran’s telecommunications 
preventing foreign takeovers of key infrastructures (Trade Arabia 2009).
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